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The State of California shall have a legislative branch consisting of a
bicameral legislature.
x
The State of California shall be run by a council of nine popularlyelected members of a Council of Governance. This Council shall act as
the governing body of the State in all matters. Each member of the
Council shall be re-elected every 6 years for a maximum of 3 terms.
Tomas
The elections shall take place in rotations, with 3 being elected every 2
Tuszynski
years.
x
The State of California shall have a Committee which oversees and
evaluates the environmental impacts of large scale projects involving
Sana Shah
the jurisdiction of California.
x
The government shall establish a Ministry of Health to help regulate
Victoria Bracco the healthcare system.
x
The State of California establishes an executive branch consisting of a
2 person consulate in which there would be one consul ruling over
civil matters, such as education, civil rights and liberties, and labor
relations, and one ruling over matters of land use/conservation,
Ethan Brisley
taxation and government spending, and business and infrastructure.
x
The Government of California will be composed of a bicameral
Parliamentary legislature, a Prime Minister acting as the executive
Sahil Dhandi
lead, and a court system.
x
Jordan
The State of California shall establish public libraries and ensure the
Williams
right to easy access for reading and electronic materials.
x
The State of California shall establish a "State Support Corps" that
serves as the prison system to house and rehabilitate criminals
convicted by the standing California judicial system. The purpose of
the Corps is to provide services to the State of California. All
Cesar Meza
imprisonment sentences are to be served in the Corps.
x
There shall be a High Court of California to settle cases from lower
levels of the judicial system and declare Californian laws
unconstitutional. The High Court of California shall consist of 9
judges, who the executive branch shall appoint from the lower levels
Marcus Luebke of the judicial system.
x
The State shall establish a state-wide standing military force
Parker
("Militia"), led by the executive whose size and funding is to be
Wespiser
determined by the State.
x
California shall establish and regulate a series of mental health
Grant Hoffman facilities and clinics.
x
A citizen of California shall be defined as a person who was born
within the state's boundaries or those who are approved to establish
Sahib Kapur
residency within California.
x
One house will contain members of political parties proportional to
the vote of the previous election. Parties themselves will choose the
Collin
members. Size will be 200 members. Elections will take place along
Nascimento
with other state legislature elections.
x
Grace Lurie
Officials in a state legislature cannot serve for more than 4 years.
x
To amend the Constitution of the State of California, an amendment
must be proposed and passed through each chamber of the legislature
with a two-thirds majority. The amendment must then be placed on a
statewide ballot and passed through the people with a two-thirds
Ben Myers
majority.
x
In order to be eligible for citizenship of California, a person must be a
citizen of the United States of America (so long as California is a
member of the States) and must revoke their citizenship in any other
Simon Johnson state within the United States.
x
Sandalina
The State of California must establish a committee to assist and
Sattar
benefit California's homeless population.
x
A court system that justly determines if people committed crimes, and
their punishments will exist, including a trial court to decide facts, an
appellate court to challenge rulings, and a Supreme Court to have the
Jesse Newman power to override lower court rulings.
x
District lines shall be drawn for state representation, using a shortestline method. Districts shall be made as close as possible to 100,000
people in size. Small adjustments to district lines may be made by the
High Court in order to prevent accidental gerrymandering. Under a
shortest-line method, the State of California would be divided into two
districts of equal population using the shortest line possible. Then,
those districts would each be divided in the same manner. This
process would continue until all of the districts are as close to the
specified population size as possible. Districts will be redrawn every
Simon Johnson 10 years in coordination with the United States census.
x
One house in the California State Legislature shall be the House of the
Bear, whose primary purpose shall be to defend the rights and
interests of each locality in the State of California. It shall consist of
Connor
one representative from each district, which shall be elected every
Heffernan
two years at the same time.
x
One house in the California State Legislature shall be the House of the
Eagle, intended to represent all ideological groups in the State of
California. This house shall have 200 members. The election process
shall be conducted as follows, in the following order: (1) Each party
(which shall refer to a political party or otherwise incorporated
ideological group) shall in a democratic process with input from the
citizen members of the party, form an ordered list of candidates for
the House of the Eagle. (2) Citizens shall vote in a statewide election
for the party they would like represented in this House (3) Seats in
this House shall be distributed based on the proportion of votes each
party receives. Members to occupy a party's alloted seats shall be
chosen from the aforementioned list, with priority given to the
Simon Johnson candidates placed higher up on the party's list.
x
Seats in the California Congress must be equitably distributed by
district between the eligible voters of California. To promote equity,
the California Congress must allocate a minimum of 5% of all
congressional seats to under-represented Californians. The status of
underrepresentation shall be determined by a standing committee
Millicent
comprised of ineligible voters and other under-represented groups as
Sampson
determined by the most recent census.
x
The State of California shall have both local and statewide police
forces to enforce local and state laws. The police force will have the
Daniel Cockrill right to detain people suspected of breaking laws with evidence.
x
California shall establish the California Postal Service. This agency
would replace the United States Postal Service and be a completely
separate entity. The service would only be available in California and
would be the only source of government delivery system provided in
California, eliminating the United States Postal Service. The State of
California would also withdraw from the Union. The California Postal
Ethan Brisley
Service would deliver by air, sea, and land.
x
State legislative districts shall be redrawn every 10 years based on
United States census data. A computer algorithm will draw the
districts initially, utilizing a binomial division based on population,
divided until there are 64 districts. The resulting districts will be
subject to review by an independent, non-partisan commission that
will ensure that districts provide equitable representation for all
Jaewon Yang
demographics.
x
Connor
All appointments by the executive to positions of authority shall be
Heffernan
confirmed by the legislature.
x
One legislative house shall be the House of the Bear, meant to
represent and defend the rights and interests of the localities of
California. It shall be composed of one representative from each
Noah August
district. It shall be elected every 4 years at the same time.
x
California citizens are guaranteed the right to free public
Kindergarten through twelfth grade education and the State of
California shall establish a State Board of Education.
x
Rosella Cummings
A) The legislative body shall, with the consent of both houses, make all
laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution.
B) Bills to be put into law may originate in either house. C) The Prime
Minister may veto laws passed by the legislature. The legislature may
Lillian Shallow override a veto with a two-thirds majority vote.
x
The Prime Minister shall see that the law is faithfully executed. Along
with the Prime Minister, a Lieutenant Prime Minister is to be elected
to assist the Prime Minister. A) The Prime Minister presides over one
of the legislative houses. B) The Lieutenant Prime Minister presides
over the other legislative house. C) The Prime Minister is granted the
power to appoint a cabinet to serve with them during their term. D)
The Prime Minister and Lieutenant Prime Minister shall be elected by
the citizens of California every four years along with the the
Lillian Shallow legislature.
x
The House of the Redwood shall be created as a legislative house so
that there may be representation for each district in a manner more
removed from the distracting process of frequent re-election. It shall
have one representative from each district. The term of a member
Miriam Simon, shall be six years, with about one-third of the members elected every
Grant Hoffman two years.
x
Armand
Among all financial advisors/banks in the State of California, a
Manoukian
fiduciary relationship must be established and not breached.
x
Every California resident has the right to affordable, local public
Max Fleishman transportation.
x
California residents have the right to see the tax returns of those
Olivia Sullivan running for office within the California state government.
x
Tessa Azani
All items necessary to only one gender shall not be taxed.
x
The State of California shall provide public, free access to 2 year
Grant Hoffman community college to people with residency in the state.
x
Charlotte
Kendall
Public schools cannot teach curriculum with a religious bias.
x
The California Government must prioritize government spending on
the improvement or reconstruction of failing, hazardous, or outdated
infrastructure over the institution of technological advancements in
Jordan Rigor
infrastructure and public transportation.
x
All residents of California shall have access to personal hygiene
Tyler
equipment. Additionally, all residents shall have the right to proper
Chace/Sonja
nourishment.
Stott
x
Once a citizen reaches voting age, he/she shall not have his/her right
Charlie Lea
to vote revoked, unless citizenship is revoked.
x
Human dignity shall be inviolable to respect and protecting it shall be
the duty of all state authority. The California Constitution shall define
"human dignity" as the coherent value and worth as human beings.
Hannah
All humans will be treated with respect and high regard for personal
Craford
safety, regardless of differentiating circumstances or appearance.
x
California government will require foreign language education in
public schools from Kindergarten to twelfth grade. ELD (English
Language Development) students can choose to opt out, as they may
Brendan Caver already be taking multiple English classes.
x
The California Government is not allowed to sentence anyone to
Becca Ross
death.
x
The Government of the State of California will defend the right of any
David
business, no matter the size, to trade in an atmosphere free from
Impastato
unfair competition and domination by monopolies.
x
Thomas
Public high schools should guarantee adequate college counseling and
Kristensen
application assistance.
x
Infrastructure must be regularly inspected for usability, safety, and
Victoria Bracco cost efficiency by the Government.
x
Charlie Lea
All Californians have the right to use restrooms in public spaces.
x
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217 Charlie Lea
Yoryana
218 Quinonez

Actual Language
Native American tribes have the right to representation in state
legislature.

Passed Failed

New curriculums shall be introduced at the lowest grade of education.
The government state funded public institutions shall prioritize
California residents when considering college admissions.
The California state government shall be able to monitor citizens'
internet usage for the purpose of criminal investigations.
Mandated start time for public schools shall be no earlier than 8:
Kieran Naidu
30am.
Davis
Every citizen, regardless of beliefs, must have vaccinations deemed
Carpenter
necessary by the Center for Disease Control, unless contraindicated.
All public schools are required to have a medical professional on
Riley Rojas
campus during school hours.
Every person who testifies before a California court must testify
Lauren
behind a screen that conceals their race unless race or physical
Eastwood
markings are vital to the case.
All students, regardless of sexual orientation or gender identity, have
the right to comprehensive and inclusive sex education in public high
Ryan Thoms
schools.
The California government has the right to impose laws upon industry
Laura Gomez
to maintain natural resources.
All California residents over the age of 18 have complete legal control
over their own bodies. The government shall not make any laws
Spencer Corbett regulating citizens' decisions concerning their own physical body.
All animals in the Californian agriculture industry must be raised free
Erik Barton
range and hormone free.
The State of California cannot incarcerate minors and must instead
Clay Watson
focus on rehabilitation and reintegration.
Every child shall be guaranteed a free primary and secondary public
Nathan Zager
education in the proximity in which they live.
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Christopher
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Everybody, regardless of legal status, has the right to free healthcare if
under the poverty line.
Free tools for reproductive rights are guaranteed, including free
access to pap smears, abortions, breast cancer screenings, and birth
control, for documented and undocumented people.
The California Government shall ensure that the mental and physical
health of its citizens will be given equal attention in the medical
system.
Every Californian has the right, starting at first grade through twelfth
grade, to learn about our complex government and political system. It
will be implemented into the curriculum and there will be factual
textbooks that get progressively more in-depth, including topics such
as economics, human rights, and environmental politics.
All felons have the right to have their non-violent crimes be erased
from all resources accessible by the public.
California shall budget all physical resources (water, energy, land,
etc.) effectively and efficiently.
All California residents, citizens and non-citizens, shall be guaranteed
a living wage.
All candidates seeking political office must collect a certain amount of
supporters, based on merit/ability, in order to receive state campaign
funds financed by Californian tax payer dollars.
Our state shall not print currency, but rely on bartering for all
exchanges of goods and services.
In order to be declared a candidate for Prime Minister of California,
one must have 5 years of elected or appointed work experience in
government within the State.
All high schools in the State of California must provide art classes for
all of their students. The classes provided must include both the visual
and performing arts.
The State of California shall allow minors of sixteen or seventeen
years of age who pay income tax to vote in local elections, and income
tax-paying minors of seventeen years of age to vote in local and state
elections.

California's education requirements for Kindergarten through twelfth
grade shall involve a reduction in school work outside the classroom,
more classes that teach important social skills, fewer standardized
245 Will Campbell tests, and more free time during school.
Emma
California citizens shall have the right to physician-assisted suicide in
Burrows/Shirin the case of terminal illness if said citizen is deemed mentally capable
246 Assadian
of making medical decisions.
In times of drought, California must reduce the farming of water247 Cooper Lyden intensive nuts.
All energy used for domestic and industrial purposes shall be from a
248 Daniel Cockrill renewable source.
The government shall protect the right of any applicant not to be
discriminated against on the basis of gender identity, race, religion, or
251 Maya Heron
genetic information on any application.
All people living under the poverty line shall be able to receive a pass
exempting them from any costs of using public transportation,
252 Sherry Chiang including but not limited to transit buses.
The right of adults to have consensual sex, including in exchange for
254 Loren Jacobs
monetary compensation, shall not be infringed upon.
256 Jenesi Gonzales Every citizen has the right to a decent home.
Bridget
The California State Bird shall be the California-indigenous and highly
309 Benevides
recognizable blue-footed booby.
Every California-born United States citizen is granted an Haas
260 Mason Lindh
avocado tree to be planted on the day of their birth.
Alexander
Every employed resident of California is guaranteed a paid holiday on
263 Bondarenko
their date of birth.
Allocation of campaign finances will be dealt with solely by the
government and distributed equally to all candidates with no outside
interference in terms of private donations.
265 Scout Turkel
In the State of California, all automatic firearms shall not be permitted
for sale, possession, or use. The California Department of Justice
266 Kyle Lane
cannot authorize exceptions for citizens.
268a Noah August
The State Animal shall be the grizzly bear.
The State of California's official state animal is hereby declared the
268b Nitin Daswani almighty bee.
No person running for California State government shall run under
269 Mouna Baba
any political party.
271 Lily Walker
Everyone has the right to access all California beaches.
Emily
All farming must be conducted with the most efficient form of
273 Mauromates
irrigation.
The State government shall not endorse or make any display of
275 Julia David
religious affiliation.
No candidate or incumbent of elected or appointed office may
mention their religious affiliation with any public media specifically
to: 1. Gain the votes/ support of those of the same faith, 2. Justify their
political opinions, 3. Use their religion as a basis for their platform/
277 Olivia Campbell political opinions.
All public colleges in the State of California must allow their students
278 Kelson Steele
to have access to free textbooks.
Charlotte
The State of California will protect the right of individuals to use the
280 Emerson
restroom of the gender that they identify with.
All California city and county flags must follow these 5 basic
principles of flag design. The flag should: 1. Be simple enough for a
child to draw it from memory, 2. Use meaningful symbolism, 3. Use no
Andrew
more than 3 basic colors, 4. Not have any lettering or seals of any
282 Mishkin
kind, 5. Be distinctive.
A majority of California crops must be used for human/ edible animal
consumption rather than the production of fuel for automobiles and
283 Nima Afshar
machinery (non-living consumers).
Police departments whose racial demographics closely mirror that of
the city in which they enforce will receive annual funding bonuses.
The annual funding bonus will be determined based on the average
284 Oliver Cazden annual income of the city's residents.
Companies who utilize environmentally sustainable production
288 Spencer Ganas methods are to be subsidized by the government.
Rebecca
296 Kremen
Present and formerly incarcerated individuals are entitled to suffrage.
All rights guaranteed by this constitution shall by granted only to
individual citizens of California. They shall not extend to any personal
299 Declan Chin
assets or corporate entities.
Addison
The State of California must ensure that employers do not ask about
300 Landsburg
or seek out a potential employee's prior salary.
Widely accepted scientific discoveries must be acknowledged and
302 Ella Quinn
acted upon accordingly by the government.
All educational programs must guarantee no rise in tuition while a
303 Taylor Gehris
student obtains their degree or certification.
Adults in California have the right to legally marry another consenting
304 Keely Paris
adult.
The State of California shall establish a statewide holiday aligning
with the federal Election Day, as well as state election days.
Every citizen, age 16 and up, has the right to obtain a driver's license.
The length of election campaigns shall be limited to a maximum of six
308 Olivia Goldrich months.
Standardized testing shall not be taken into account during the public
310 Audrey Kim
college application process in the State of California.
The State of California must allocate resources to scientific programs,
including but not limited to space exploration and environmental
311 Robert Murphy sustainability projects.
Edible psilocybin mushrooms shall be legal for every citizen over the
312 Wyatt Meyer
age of 18 in the safety of a private estate with a consumer license.
Harper
Any document requesting an individual to specify their racial or
314 Lambert
gender identity must provide a write-in option.
If federal funding is considered insufficient for any reason, the State
of California has the responsibility to financially support sanctuary
cities (cities that will not provide to the federal government
316a Lilly Wollman information about the legal status of their residents) in California.
316b Nick De La Rosa California shall not have any sanctuary cities.
The California bicameral legislature can make no law regarding the
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the
Charlie
people to peacefully assemble; or to petition the government for a
318 Primuth
redress of grievances.
The State of California shall hold a Constitutional Convention every 20
325 Zara Saif
years in order to amend and change the Constitution (if need be).
The State of California requires that all schools shall be gun-free
328 Addison Stott
zones, with the exception of law enforcement officers.
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Passed Failed
There will be advisory boards created that consist of members from a
certain demographic that will be called upon to advise the legislature
when they are creating and passing bills and proposals pertaining to
said demographic. This advisory board must be at least 1/4 size of the
legislature.
The Prime Minister of California shall be chosen by the House of Bear
following each election of the House.
The Prime Minister of California shall be chosen by the voting-eligible
citizens of California every 4 years, coinciding with the election of the
House of Bear.
The Prime Minister of California shall be chosen by the consent of the
House of Bear and the House of Redwood every 4 years, following the
election of the House of Bear.
California public schools cannot take away students' rights to freedom
of speech and expression unless the threat of imminent danger is
present.
The state of California hereby declares the instatement of the "in-nout" policy. The "in-n-out" policy is defined as a system that
automatically renews every 4 years in which California shall be a
completely sovereign nation for 3 years and for the remaining year a
state of the United States of America. California's period of
sovereignty will begin on January 1, 2017.
The number of spouses one citizen may have shall not be limited by
the State of California.
The Electoral College will be proportional to the popular vote in the
voting districts. If a popular vote tie occurs, then one electoral vote
will be removed if the state has an odd amount of total electoral votes.
The Electoral College votes will be for the national Presidential
elections.
The California State flower will be the Scarlet Monkey Flower
(Mimulus cardinalis).
All public restrooms must be supplied with free feminine hygiene
products in gender neutral and women's restrooms.
California will have a flat income tax rate. The percentage will be set
by future legislation depending on the state of the economy and will
be discussed and/or changed every year.
California shall impose a bracketed tax based on the income of the
citizens of California.
The government cannot impose any regulation on the consumption of
narcotics.
The State of California, in the interest of our state's natural beauty,
shall not permit offshore oil drilling in order to maintain a pristine
and healthy coast.
The right to all forms of gambling will be preserved for all people over
the age of 21 and will be a taxable form of recreation for the State of
California.
In local and statewide general elections, voting shall be conducted by
way of a tiered system wherein which an eligible voter will rank all
the candidates. During the initial round of tallying, only the first
choice votes will be counted. If an absolute majority is not reached,
the voters who voted for the candidate with the least amount of votes
will have their second choices counted. This iterative process shall
continue until one candidate has achieved a simple majority.
Every California household has the right to clean running water.
The election of a Governor shall allow campaigning to begin six
months prior to their end of term and limited to that time. At the end
of the six months, an election shall occur.
All medium to large buildings being built must inculde some form of
technology used to generate clean energy.
When there is a minor involved in any court trial, the trial will not be
open to public viewings or media.
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All people should have the right to be employed.
The State of California must allocate a portion of its annual tax
revenue towards government funded public healthcare in order to
provide the option of free healthcare to all citizens. Privatized
healthcare may also exist.
When providing compensation for labor, no employer shall
discriminate based on gender, race, sexual orientation, religion,
mental illness, physical appearance, genetic information or medical
287 Clay Watson
history.
289 Daniel Cockrill The government may not pass laws that target a specific gender.
The state shall protect sexual assault victims and prevent sexual
assault by: Teaching comprehensive sex-ed to children on consent;
Creating a government committee to help victims, provide free rape
kits, and inform them of what they can do moving forward; Place
regulations that protect victims privacy/ not allow authorities to
Molly
victim-blame; In court cases of assault, the jury will learn the
291 Weinstein
definition of consent from a sex educator.
California will implement a Bill of Rights for minors, as defined by
293 ???
federal law, of California.
294 Sean White
California's state dog shall be the coyote.
Charlotte
The State of California ensures the protection of representation for
295 Emerson
minority groups in visual media.
The official languages of California will include any federally official
Collin
languages, as well as any language that has over 20% primary
297 Nascimento
speakers in California.
All those nominated or running for a position in the executive branch
must have held a government position prior to the nomination or
298 Ethan Brisley
declaration of candidacy.
All public universities in California may not take into account the
301 Alexis Villate
residency of the applicants during the application process.
To promote the creation of more families, a stable unit of human
interaction and society, the State of California shall provide a
Armand
statewide online dating service. All citizens of legal age shall be
313 Manokian
eligible to participate.
All United States veterans residing in California shall have the right to
315 Ava Heller
access affordable housing.
The State of California shall pursue goal-based affirmative action in
the appointment of state bureaucrats. Goals or targets are set on the
basis of the population at large for each under-represented
317 Eli Harris
demographic.
California reserves the right to impose a sales tax on products sold
319 Sean White
within state boundaries.
The minimum wage is to be set every year by a non-partisan
committee consisting of bureaucrats, technocrats, business leaders,
and labor leaders, with the committee chair appointed by the Prime
321 Sahil Dhandi
Minister and approved by the legislature.
Parker
The State of California shall never engage in the use of atomic or
322 Wespiser
chemical weapons.
Sandalina
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The state government must utilize a system by which all eligible
voters can easily vote online in all elections.
The California Government shall support all United States war
veterans with medical aid for all mental and physical illnesses as a
Shirin Assadian result of war.
Marina
The California Courts will consist of two separate branches, one civil
Carlstroem
court system and one criminal court system.
The laws created by the Government of California shall specifically
protect the rights of California citizens, as defined by this constitution,
Benjamin
from the infringement of groups or individuals. Laws may take away
Myers
the rights of those who infringe on others.
All eligible Californian citizens are required to vote in statewide and
county elections. All employers must allow their employees time to
vote. Absence shall be punished by a one year 0.1% addition to
Ben Myers
income tax.
In order to be eligible for any public office under the state of
Connor
California, a person must be an eligble voter within the state of
Hefferman
California.
This proposal moves to eliminate the Legislative and Executive
branch and moves forth with a new system.The new system being a 3person consulate, in which one would rule over civil matters, another
would rule over economic matters and another would be the
mediator who finds common ground for both in the case of affairs
regarding both topics. In addition, there would be a tricameral
Legislative branch that would represent the three topics, which each
Ethan Brisley
consul would rule over.
All eligible California citizens shall be required to vote in state and
local elections. Employees of eligible citizens will not be allowed to
prevent their employees from voting. Citizens who do not vote will
Benjamin
have a 1 year, 0.1% addition to their income tax, unless they were
Myers
unfairly prevented from voting.
California public schools must teach students, starting in sixth grade
through twelfth grade, about the United States' complex government,
Julia David
policies, and political system.
A) The Prime Minister presides over the House of the Bear. B) The Lt.
Conor HeffernanPrime Minister presides over the House of the Redwood.

All rights guaranteed by this Consitution to individuals shall not extend to any
personal assets or corporate entities. *This is a language modification of proposal
299, with the purpose of removing its incompatibility with previously passed
341 Christian Pryfogle proposals.

342 Erik Barton

All Californian aminals meant for agricultural purposes must be
raised free range and without influence of unnatural augmentation.

Government Structure

